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The title chosen by Alejandro Aravena for the 15th International Architecture Exhibition is: 
REPORTING FROM THE FRONT 
  
Alejandro Aravena has explained his project as follows: 
«There are several battles that need to be won and several frontiers that need to be expanded in 
order to improve the quality of the built environment and consequently people’s quality of life. 
More and more people in the planet are in search for a decent place to live and the conditions to 
achieve it are becoming tougher and tougher by the hour. Any attempt to go beyond business as 
usual encounters huge resistance in the inertia of reality and any effort to tackle relevant issues has 
to overcome the increasing complexity of the world.  
  
But unlike military wars where nobody wins and there is a prevailing sense of defeat, on the 
frontlines of the built environment, there is a sense of vitality because architecture is about looking 
at reality in a proposal key. 
  
This is what we would like people to come and see at the 15th International Architecture Exhibition: 
success stories worth to be told and exemplary cases worth to be shared where architecture did, is 
and will make a difference in winning those battles and expanding those frontiers. 
  
REPORTING FROM THE FRONT will be about bringing to a broader audience, what is it like to 
improve the quality of life while working on the margins, under tough circumstances, facing pressing 
challenges. Or what does it take to be on the cutting edge trying to conquer new fields. 
  
We would like to learn from architectures that despite the scarcity of means intensify what is 
available instead of complaining about what is missing. We would like to understand what design 
tools are needed to subvert the forces that privilege the individual gain over the collective benefit, 
reducing We to just Me. We would like to know about cases that resist reductionism and 
oversimplification and do not give up architecture’s mission to penetrate the mystery of the human 
condition. We are interested in how architecture can introduce a broader notion of gain: design as 
added value instead of an extra cost or architecture as a shortcut towards equality. 
  
We would like this REPORT FROM THE FRONT not to be just the chronicle of a passive witness but a 
testimony of people that actually walk their talk. We would like to balance hope and rigor. The battle 
for a better built environment is neither a tantrum nor a romantic crusade. So, this report won’t be a 
mere denounce or complaint nor a harangue or an inspirational locker room speech. 
  
We will present cases and practices where creativity was used to take the risk to go even for a tiny 
victory because when the problem is big, just a one-millimeter improvement is relevant; what may 
be required is to adjust our notion of success, because achievements on the frontlines are relative, 
not absolute. 
  
We are very aware that the battle for a better built environment is a collective effort that will 
require everybody’s force and knowledge. That is why we would like this Biennale to be inclusive, 
listening to stories, thoughts and experiences coming from different backgrounds: The Architects, 
The Civil society, The Leaders, The National Pavilions. 
  
So, the 15th International Architecture Exhibition will be about focusing and learning from 
architectures that by balancing intelligence and intuition are able to escape the status quo. We 
would like to present cases that despite the difficulties (or maybe because of them), instead of 
resignation or bitterness, propose and do something. We would like to show that in the permanent 
debate about the quality of the built environment, there is not only need but also room for action.» 
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«For some years now we have been saying that the hallmark of our times is the mismatch between 
architecture and civil society - President Paolo Baratta stated. On the one hand, architecture seems 
preoccupied with producing spectacular buildings, celebratory reflections of the power and 
ambitions of the clients; on the other, society stands by indifferently, shying away from putting 
questions to Architecture. 
In a stance against paralysing conformism, the Architecture Biennales of recent years have given 
voice to the very questions that emerge from this state of affair. 
We have summed up this commitment of ours as a way of keeping alive the desire for architecture. 
Architecture is that art where private demands, aspirations and needs intersect with public needs 
and aspirations. 
  
Architecture by helping the creation of private space also creates public space. These two spaces are 
created jointly. Being able to consciously enjoy public space is a benefit extended freely to everyone, 
and its enjoyment by one member of society does not limit the ability of others to do the same. And 
this is the essence of a public good. 
Doing away with the concept of a ‘free’ public good and replacing it with merely quantity-based 
assessments of human inhabitation requirements, is to opt to impoverish society to no end and by 
the same token, impoverish human beings. This is what happens when we close ourselves off with 
the banal comforts of the private sphere and take security requirements to extremes. 
  
A public good comes about if there is a clear demand for it on the one hand, and on the other, the 
ability to deliver on that demand. 
However, both formulating the demand and subsequently meeting it can be hindered by 
shortcomings on both the public and private side – a situation that leads not to a fluent intersection 
of supply and demand, but to a battleground of conflict. 
A refusal to get involved risks setting us on a dangerous path. Staying above the fray leads to no 
longer knowing what questions to ask, and not being able to imagine different and alternative 
solutions – or to frustration on account of unrealizable proposals.» 
  
Baratta concludes: «This was why we started with the Biennale curated by Aaron Betsky (2008) 
looking at Architecture Beyond Building. Then came Kazuyo Sejima whose People Meet in 
Architecture (2010) considered architecture as the place inhabited by the community. 2012 was the 
turn of David Chipperfield, who with Common Ground challenged the assertion that architecture no 
longer exists, only architects enwrapped in their solipsistic creative endeavour. In the following 
edition Fundamentals (2014), Rem Koolhaas investigated the elements that today constitute 
architecture. 
Now Alejandro Aravena is taking us into that battleground, showing us that if we strive to formulate 
clearer questions, which are then taken into account while identifying solutions, ‘architecture really 
can make a difference’.» 
  
The 15th International Architecture Exhibition of la Biennale di Venezia will also present, as is 
traditional, the National Participations with their own exhibitions in the Pavilions at the Giardini and 
at the Arsenale, and in the historic city centre of Venice. 
  
This edition will also include selected Collateral Events, presented by international entities and 
institutions, which will present their exhibitions and initiatives in Venice concurrently with the 15th 
Exhibition. 
  
Official website: www.labiennale.org 
Official hashtag: #biennalearchitettura2016 


